For System Sales – Illustration
Capacity Undesignation
UTA = Uncorstrained Transmission Area
DR = Designated Network Resource
UDR = Undesignated Network Resource

Balancing Authority

Capacity Undesignation For System Sales - Illustration
$\Rightarrow \text{Posted Path (constraint)}$

$\Leftarrow \text{Un-posted Path (no constraint)}$

$\text{UTA} = \text{Unconstrained Transmission Area}$

$\text{DR} = \text{Designated Network Resource}$

$\text{UDR} = \text{Undesignated Network Resource}$

[Diagram with labels: Gen #1, Gen #2, Gen #3, Gen #4, Gen #5, 150 MW, 50 MW, 200 MW, 100 MW - UDR, 100 MW - DR, 50 MW, 0 MW, UDR, DR, UTA "A", UTA "B" ]

[System Condition #1]

Capacity Undesignation for System Sales - Illustration
**Balancing Authority**

UTA = Uncontrolled Transmission Area

DR = Designated Network Resource

UDR = Undesignated Network Resource

---

**System Condition #2**
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UTA = Unconstrained Transmission Area
DR = Designated Network Resource
UDR = Undesignated Network Resource

Balancing Authority

System Conditions: 18 #2 - Aggregated Capacity Undesignation

Aggregated Gen #4, 5, 6

Aggregated Gen #1, 2, 3
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